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 hey guys i am new to mathematics (previously lived in noida) and i am confused with some trigonometry stuff in physics (physics is an intermediate subject for this course). can some of u suggest me something to brush up? - The normal thing is in 2D to use polar coordinates, but what about 3D- is it alright? - Are these formulas right (where sin A = sin A-cos AA, cos A = cos A-sin A-tan AA and tan
A = tan A-sin A-cot AA)? - Also i was shown many graphs on youtube but they have always that weird angle lines and not a straight line- e.g. this is that strange graph which is the polar graph of the given equation: x = arctan(tan(x)), in the video: - My idea is that i can use a polar graph for this equation too (the distance of the earth from the sun) as distance = r * (1-cos(t)) (1+cos(t)) distance = r *

(1-tan(t)) (1+tan(t)) distance = r * (sin(t)) (cos(t)) (2) is this equation the right one? if so, how can i solve for r? - is it easy to use a polar graph with the given functions for the polar equation: x = arctan(tan(x)) (tan(x)) (cot(x)) (sin(x)) - So can some suggest me a good exercise to help me to practice more (I am not a native speaker )? thanks A: In physics, you must have the right kind of question for the
right kind of answer, otherwise you get flimsy or even wrong answers. If you ask, for example, about what the distances to the moon and to Mars are today, the answer is perfectly well-defined and exact. If you ask what distance to the moon or Mars was 200,000 years ago, or 15,000 years ago, or even 100 years ago, there is no uniquely defined answer. In math, you ask about functions, but in physics

you ask about quantities. The fact that physics are based on mathematical models that have their own meaning, and that different quantities have 82157476af
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